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New Services

New Products

New Production

New Sustainable Solutions

New Simplicity

 Silver Society

Implenia Innovation Map

New Partnerships &
Collaborations
What kind of completely new services
could Implenia offer through cooperation and strategic partnerships
(even across industry boundaries)?

From Onsite to Offsite Construction 

New Additional customer care
How could Implenia's spectrum of services
be expanded to offer customers additional
value tailored to their needs

From Segmented to Integral 
Individualization 

Knowledge Culture 

From Project-to Product-based 

New contractual agreements
How could Implenia develop contractual frameworks for projects that
integrate additional stakeholders?

Product Simplifications
In what ways could Implenia develop
products that consistently aim at simplifying their use and thereby making
them more attractive?

Connectivity 
Service Simplifications
How could Implenia reduce the
complexity of its services and offer
simple, functional and radically
customer-oriented solutions?

From Selling to Renting to Sharing 

New simplicity refers to solutions that
reduce complicatedness or bureaucratic obstacles by simplifying internal
and external services, products and
processes.

Process Simplifications
How could Implenia gain efficiency
by reducing bureaucracy and streamlining management processes?

Internet of Things 
New Work 

derived from megatrends and industry
shifts shall guide innovators to drive
value for Implenia.

Opportunity Spaces
are concrete focus areas within a theme
that serve as the basis for ideation



New production refers to
new materials, construction
methods, value- and supply
chains, forms of management and processes that
allow economies of
scale and scope,
and improve
quality.

New sustainable solutions provide
high customer value, reducing environmental emissions, fulfilling higher
social standards and / or creating
long-term economic viability.

Renewable, healthy &
regional materials
How could Implenia develop into a
competence center for sustainability, leveraging its experience with
renewable materials and structures,
health compatibility and regional
availability of materials?

From Competition to Collaboration 

Innovation Fields

New Production

New
Sustainable
Solutions

Catalysts

have enabling and/or accelerating effects on megatrends and trends. They are not trends in their own right.
Currently, these are primarily technologies.

 Security

 Digital Manufacturing

Living-Space and
Infrastructure as-a-Service
How could Implenia offer space and
infrastructure as a service for living,
working and travelling, customized
and ready-to-use?

New products offer integral and
scalable solutions for our clients
beyond project level.

New Simplicity

Mobile & Wearable 

Neo-Ecology 

New, scalable and integral
products and services
In what ways could Implenia become
an innovator and creator of disruptive
products and services that holistically
improve the properties of buildings
and infrastructure?
New forms of financing
projects as products
In what ways could Implenia’s offering
be expanded with attractive financial
investment solutions?

New Products

How could Implenia develop
contractual frameworks for
projects that integrate
additional stakeholders?

Mobility 
Natural User Interfaces 

New Services

 From Conceptual Knowledge to Expertise

New Application of smart
materials
How could Implenia help customers
make the best use of cutting-edge
smart materials and technologies?

 Computerization

 From Complexity to Simplicity

 Gender Shift
New Prefab construction
solutions for buildings,
bridges, streets
How could Implenia produce (more)
components, modules or entire
structures (of roads, tunnels, bridges)
offsite?

New Prefab Ecosystem
How could Implenia position itself at
the center of a prefab ecosystem and
create business models through an
advanced understanding of the new
value chains?

 From Unique to Repetitive

 BIM / VDC

 Urbanisation
 Artificial Intelligence

Closed-loop Materials
In what ways could Implenia close
material cycles (‘cradle to cradle’)
and thus reduce the consumption of
primary resources, and how could
Implenia design products that already
foresee the recycling of materials?
Mobility & Transportation
How could Implenia offer ‘beyond the
construction product’ solutions for a
sustainable mobility and transportation experience for users?

 Globalization

 From General to Specific

 Health

 Shifts

 Megatrends

are megatrends and catalysts in action. They represent
concrete change patterns that can be observed in all
dimensions of our individual lives and in society overall.

are big fundamental changes that affect individuals and society as a
whole, globally, on all levels – economic, political, scientific. They are
slow, long-term and resilient, containing trends and countertrends.

